Present the completed voucher to your pharmacist:

$0 copay (after your deductible, if applicable) and no
prescription required for Medical Mutual members for:

_____Prilosec OTC® or OTC/store-brand omeprazole

_____Dosage quantity of up to 56 tablets for up to a 30-day period*
Member name__________________________________________________________
Member ID number______________________________________________________
Refills: 0			 Follow your provider’s instructions or take according to the

				
				

manufacturer’s label for 14 days to treat frequent heartburn.
*Dosage is equivalent to one 20-mg dose or two 10-mg doses.

$0 copay (after your deductible, if applicable) and no
prescription required for Medical Mutual members for:
_____Prilosec OTC® or OTC/store-brand omeprazole
_____Dosage quantity of up to 56 tablets for up to a 30-day period*
Member ID number______________________________________________________
Refills: 0			 Follow your provider’s instructions or take according to the
				

				

manufacturer’s label for 14 days to treat frequent heartburn.
*Dosage is equivalent to one 20-mg dose or two 10-mg doses.

$0 copay (after your deductible, if applicable) and no
prescription required for Medical Mutual members for:

_____Prilosec OTC® or OTC/store-brand omeprazole

_____Dosage quantity of up to 56 tablets for up to a 30-day period*
Member name___________________________________________________________
Member ID number_______________________________________________________

Marc’s or Xpect pharmacists:

Please follow the instructions below when processing claim transactions
for Prilosec OTC or OTC/store-brand omeprazole.
1. Add Condor Code of 40000 (Medco OTC) to patient’s insurance profile.
2. E
 nter the Medical Mutual member ID information in the Policy/
Cardholder field, and then enter MMODRUG in the Group field.

3. Enter NDC for Prilosec OTC (or OTC omeprazole), quantity and the
directions as indicated above.
4. In the Doctor field, enter MEDCO- with your store’s alphanumeric name
(e.g., MEDCO-01SL for Southland or MEDCO-21MI for Milford).
By selecting the pharmacy-specific code for Medco, the prescriber’s
name on the label will be specific to the pharmacy.
If you have questions, please call the Medco Help Desk at 800.922.1557.

Rite Aid pharmacists:

When processing a claim transaction for Prilosec OTC or OTC/store-brand
omeprazole, please follow these instructions to create an OTC prescription,
with the appropriate information to scan into NexGen.
1. Patient: Use the Medical Mutual patient-specific profile.
2. Drug/Quantity/Sig/Refills: Enter the drug, quantity, directions and refills
as indicated above.
3. Prescriber: Use your Rite Aid store as the prescriber. Search for the
prescriber in NexGen using ‘Rite’ and select your store’s number—
‘Rite Aid Store XXXXX, OTC Billing’ prescriber record.
4. Cardtext: Use the patient’s existing Medical Mutual card text to
adjudicate the claim for the $0 copay.
If you have questions, please call the Medco Help Desk at 800.922.1557.

Drug Mart pharmacists:
Please follow the instructions below when processing claim transactions
for Prilosec OTC or OTC/store-brand omeprazole.
1. Add Condor Code of 178 (Medco) to patient’s insurance profile.

2. E
 nter the Medical Mutual member ID information in the Policy/
Cardholder field, and then enter MMODRUG in the Group field.
3. Enter NDC for Prilosec OTC (or OTC omeprazole), quantity and the
directions as indicated above.
4. In the Doctor field, enter MEDCO,DDM.

Refills: 0			 Follow your provider’s instructions or take according to the

				
				

manufacturer’s label for 14 days to treat frequent heartburn.
*Dosage is equivalent to one 20-mg dose or two 10-mg doses.

If you have questions, please call the Medco Help Desk at 800.922.1557.

